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Guaraní Language

- 40% of Paraguayans only speak Guaraní
- 90% are bilingual
- New grammar
LibreGuaraní

- Started November 2014
- Translating the UI to Guaraní
- First professional software in a indigenous language
Implementation

- Product exposure to all educational institutes
- Create new instructors
- Cost Reduction
- Adopt .odf formats
Impact

- Modernizing the language
- New labor tool
- Door for other softwares in Guaraní
- Incentive to other indigenous languages
- Fight against Piracy
Presentations

- Caacupe, Paraguay – Paraguay Educa
- Oberá, Misiones, Argentina – Universidad Nacional de Misiones
- Universidad Nacional de Asunción
Paraguay Educa

- One Laptop Per Child
- Close ties with Ministry of Education
- Open Source
Conclusions

- Resource for a better education
- Positioning Paraguay at the same level of more developed countries
- Preparing users for the workforce